It is becoming more and more difficult to ensure robust patterning after OPC due to the continuous reduction of layout dimensions and diminishing process windows associated with each successive lithographic generation. Lithographers must guarantee high imaging fidelity throughout the entire range of normal process variations. The techniques of Mask Rule Checking (MRC) and Optical Rule Checking (ORC) have become mandatory tools for ensuring that OPC delivers robust patterning. However the first method relies on geometrical checks and the second one is based on a model built at best process conditions. Thus those techniques do not have the ability to address all potential printing errors throughout the process window (PW). To address this issue, a technique known as Critical Failure ORC (CFORC) was introduced that uses optical parameters from aerial image simulations. In CFORC, a numerical model is used to correlate these optical parameters with experimental data taken throughout the process window to predict printing errors. This method has proven its efficiency for detecting potential printing issues through the entire process window [1].
Introduction:
With current lithographic technology the need for post-OPC patterning verification has become critical. Indeed imaging at low-k1 leads to an improved sensitivity of patterns to process variations. To prevent hard failures from happening Mask Rule Checking (MRC) and Optical Rule Checking (ORC) have been introduced. But as MRC technique is based on geometrical rule verifications and ORC techniques relies on a check at best process conditions, the consequence of a small change in dose or focus on CD line cannot be fully assessed by these techniques.
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To address this issue post-OPC verification techniques calibrated with process window data have recently been built. This study consists of a comparison between the Critical Failure ORC (CFORC) technique and a full Process Window model (full PW model). The CFORC technique uses a numerical model correlating optical parameters to PW experimental data so that optical parameters extracted at any polygon edge give information on its printing behaviour. The full PW model consists of compact optical models generated at several defocus conditions coupled with a global variable threshold resist model calibrated across PW. Printing errors are detected by simulating resist printing through the entire PW.
The objective of this study is to compare these two techniques on their model building flow, their cycle-time on real layout and their error predictions. For doing so the comparison will be held on the poly layer at the 65 nm node. Its printability characteristics will be explored and modelled through a depth of focus of ±0.100µm and a dose variation of ±5%.
Models building and models accuracy:
In this section we will describe the principles of each technique through its model flow and we will also check the accuracy of the models generated for the study. [2] for the entire methodology). Indeed at the first step of the calibration flow extra calibration testpatterns have to be built for the calibration. They consist of a matrix of symmetrical 1D or 2D patterns in which the design changes slightly from one pattern to another so that under dose or/and focus variations some of these teststructures encounter printing failures. They are then implemented on a mask, exposed and observed across PW (fig 2. 2). Two types of failure are considered separately: bridging and pinching errors. Indeed, considering optical parameters at failure points, bridging cases appear at high Imin values whereas pinching cases appear at low Imax values (considering clear field mask lithography). That is why two models are built, one for the bridging phenomenon and one for the pinching phenomenon. Before SEM observations, criteria need to be set to decide if a structure is failing or not. For our study, the chosen criteria to identify pass and fail data are the following: -"bridging occurs when two facing edges are touching after lithography", -"pinching occurs when a line is collapsing or its CD is too small".
In parallel to the SEM observations, optical parameters at critical failure points are extracted from the set of test-patterns using a VT5 model (variable threshold resist model coupled with an optical model provided by Mentor Graphics' Calibre tool). In our study the OPC model (which is calibrated at best process conditions for good CD control) is used to extract the following available optical parameters: Imin, Imax, Slope and Factor (fig 2.2 ). An important objective in test-pattern building is to have the largest space coverage possible. That is to say, the largest range of Imax, Imin, Slope and Factor has to be described by the test-structures. We will see in the next section the impact of poor space coverage on CFORC predictions.
After optical parameter extraction and SEM observations, a statistical algorithm called Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to numerically correlate these parameters with their corresponding printed result. Each teststructure is identified by a vector of user-chosen optical parameters (2 or 3 parameters) and a class coefficient ('0' for pass '1' for fail). The SVM algorithm generates a boundary between the pass and fail regions. Indeed SVM is generating a set of support vectors from our experimental vector set. The failure model is then defined by the equation: 
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Optical parameters are extracted along the site using the same VT5 model as the one used for the OPC run.
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CFORC accuracy
To evaluate the accuracy as well as the best threshold of a CFORC model, bridging and pinching models are applied to the calibration structures. The accuracy of a model is then measured by the number of classification errors, also called false predictions. To do so, we built the 'false positive / false negative' curves. Each SVM score lying between 0 and 1 is assumed to be the best threshold value (that is to say the value for which the lowest false prediction rate is obtained). Patterns having a SVM score higher than the SVM threshold under consideration are assumed to fail whereas those having a lower SVM score are assumed to pass. At each threshold the number of false predictions is evaluated: a "false positive" prediction refers to a pattern passing according to the model but failing in reality whereas a false negative prediction refers to a pattern failing according to the model but passing in reality. The intersection of the false positive / false negative curves gives the best threshold, ideally equal to 0.5 with a minimum false predictions rate ideally equal to 0.
The curves (fig 2. 3) correspond to the 'false positive -false negative' curves obtained with our final CFORC models for pinching and bridging. Both models have a threshold close to 0.5 and a low error rate. Both models accurately predict the printing errors on the calibration test-patterns. Nevertheless, looking back at the model flow if the models were not accurate enough they could be re-generated by changing the optical parameter set, the CFORC model parameters setting (Gaussian standard deviation) or the optical model [3] .
The separation between the pass and fail data can be visualized by plotting the line in the 2D case or the surface in the 3D case corresponding to the threshold of 0.5. The following 3D surfaces (fig 2.4) represent the bridging and pinching separation surfaces or the iso-surfaces corresponding to 0.5, separating passing and failing calibration data. A final accuracy check was done on asymmetrical test-structures. After the SEM observation of the structures across the PW, SVM scores were calculated at failure points on the 2 facing edges. We plot the correspondence between the SVM score of one edge and the SVM score of its facing edge to see if false predictions were occurring. The following plot (fig 2.5 a) concerns experimental pinching failures only and shows that some points are lying in the area where at least one edge has a SVM score below the best threshold. That means that at least one edge will not be tagged by the CFORC pinching model. Plotting those badly classified points into the optical parameter space we saw that this mismatching was due to poor space coverage. Indeed the false predictions belong to structures having optical parameters lying outside the space covered by our test-patterns which is materialized by the plotted surface (fig 2.5 b) . This result points out the importance of the parameter space coverage by the calibration data. 
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Full Process Window model
PW model calibration
The full PW model is a compact model similar to OPC models with the main difference being that it is calibrated through dose and focus variations (refer to previous paper [4] [5] for the complete methodology). The main advantage of this technique is that its model building flow is very close to the OPC model building flow (fig 2.6) .
The first step of the model building flow is to measure test-patterns at best conditions as well as at several other process conditions. Then optical and resist models are built for the best dose and best focus conditions. The resist model is afterwards applied to the PW data and optimized with this data. If the resist model does not fit the data well, optical and resist models at nominal conditions are re-built.
In our case, the PW model built is calibrated with data measured at best conditions, data measured at ±0.150 µm and ±0.100 µm defocus under best dose condition and data measured ±2.4% dose variation at best focus. The data used for the calibration is similar to the OPC model building data and is composed of 1D and 2D symmetrical patterns.
PW model accuracy
To evaluate PW model accuracy we decided to compare the difference in edge placement error (EPE) between measurements and simulations (called delta EPE) obtained first with our PW model, then with an extended OPC model. This last model is the OPC model calibrated for good CD control at best conditions and used for the regular OPC flow. It is extended to a PW model without optimizing its resist model. OPC and full PW models are applied to the calibration data and to a set of extrapolation data measured at PW corners. The additional data was measured to see if the model could be extrapolated to additional points of the PW. The comparison of delta EPE across PW is done for 1D line-space patterns (a and b fig 2.7) and 2D patterns (c and d fig 2.7) . Comparing the delta EPE distributions we see the impact of the PW optimization. Optimizing optical settings and resist model leads to a reduced delta EPE variation across PW. What we are interested in is seeing if our PW model accurately simulates bridging and pinching errors. A comparison between SEM images and corresponding simulated printed images is done across PW for 2 different printing errors: a bridging case on dense line-ends and a pinching case on a T-like structure. The results show that our PW model accurately predicts patterning errors for 2D patterns. For the bridging case SEM images (fig 2.8) show that bridging occurs at best focus with a dose variation of -5%. The corresponding simulations (fig 2.9) show also bridging appearing at this condition. .10) show that pinching at the T-shape junction is happening at positive defocus whatever the dose value is. Considering the simulation results (fig 2.11 ) the T-shape structure is resolved at the T-junction across the PW. But at positive defocus, the simulated CD value at the junction is below the fixed CD threshold chosen for the CFORC pinching criteria. Thus structures are also pinching at positive defocus conditions relative to the PW model simulations. After both models are built and tested, they are applied on the same real post-OPC poly layout to compare their cycle-time. Two different runs will be considered for the full PW model application part. Those runs will be compared in cycle-time to the CFORC run.
The first PW model run consists of simulating pattern shapes at 6 points in the PW (fig 3.1) . Those simulation points are the following:
-+5% and -5% EL at best focus, -+3% and -3% at +0.100µm defocus, -+3% and -3% at -0.100µm defocus. Patterns to be simulated are potential bridging and pinching candidates pre-targeted by geometrical rules. The CFORC run is done on the same patterns. Comparing CPU-time per run, the CFORC run is more than 7 times faster than the first PW run.
The second PW model run consists of sorting bridging and pinching patterns so that simulations on pinching candidates are made at over-exposure conditions and simulations on bridging ones are made at underexposure conditions (fig 3.2) . The cycle-time difference is reduced but the CFORC run is still 4.7 times faster than the PW model based run. If we compare results given by our 2 runs we see that, based upon the fact that we get a small number of bridging errors, bridging predictions are matching between the 2 methods and correlate to what is printed on wafer. Errors flagged by the full PW model are also flagged by the CFORC (the reverse is not true because CFORC generates some false predictions). The following figure (fig 3.3) is an example of error detection on a SRAM structure.
For the detection of pinching errors, CFORC is accurately predicting pinching errors whereas PW model is missing a lot of pinching errors. The following example (fig 3.4) shows in the same picture an example of pinching error detected by both method and another pinching error detected only by the CFORC method.
As the pinching phenomenon is mainly occurring at positive defocus in our study we tried to figure out the reason for PW model mismatch. A potential cause could be the variation of the 3D resist shape through focus. Indeed at positive defocus resist profile is getting sloped. This phenomenon can be seen on SEM images (fig 3.5) : the transition between the substrate and the top of the resist is larger at positive defocus. The pinching phenomenon is amplified by the degradation in the resist profile. As CFORC is built on experimental data, it takes into account the 3D resist effect on patterning behavior. Nevertheless the solution for fitting data at positive defocus is to build an extra model calibrated only for positively defocused data and replace the PW model at positive defocus by this extra model. 
Conclusion
In this study two different methods were presented and tested for checking pattern robustness across PW: the Critical Failure ORC and the full PW modeling. The implementation of such methodologies has become mandatory to fully assess pattern printing behavior across PW regarding to the fact the PW is diminishing with each successive lithographic generation. Comparing these methods on the model building part, both methods required additional work from the conventional OPC model flow, but the PW model flow is quite similar to the OPC model building flow, thus is more easily carried out than the CFORC model flow. Regarding to the cycle-time, the CFORC method is less time consuming than full PW model (the CFORC run is more than 4 times faster). Comparing error predictions, PW model is missing real printing issues, whereas CFORC is accurately predicting patterning errors, but with some extra false predictions. Finally, regarding to error detection and fast run-time, the CFORC is the best candidate for a fab environment and for an integration of the verification step during the fracturing time, thus before the data are send out to the maskshop. 
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